Children Education & Career
Report!
email id
xyz@gmail.com
Month of birth 11(October) dob 2 year of birth 1995
time of birth 10 O clock

 Your question =
chance of education in IIT
job In USA
DEAR XYZ,
Thanks for putting your trust in us-we will do our best to
solve your problem.
Your Birth Charts:

 Analysis of education potential, areas (like
engineering,medicine,arts etc) and attitudes(like
concentration, problem solving,inter personal
skills etc) of your child in which he or she would
naturally do well or not do so well and why.

 Your fundamental Capabilities in light of your planets
and numbers both. 2nd November 1995
 So your predetermination number = 20+11+1995=
19/10=1 =Planet SUN = you have to be a leader in life
else you cannot make it big.
 Your Birth number = 2 =2+0=2= Moon = sensitive,
emotional and idealistic nature.
 Your Sun Sign Number = Scorpio = Mars = Number 9
 NAME NUMBER is = 83 [11] = 1+1=2=MOON = the
person who wants to cooperate and work in groups.
 Inspiration NUMBER TOTAL = [10]= 1+0 =1= SUN= A
person who wants to lead.

Your Over all traits Based on Your Birth
Horoscope Or Kundli:
•
You are eager and autonomous minded-you have
to control your resentment or any sort of inner self
issues keeping in mind the end goal to get
achievement. You must be autonomous and attempt to
union like a pioneer. That would draw out the best
potential covered up in you.
•

You are appealing, scholarly and philosophical

•

You could be talented, astute and suspicious

•
You could have conjugal turmoil(later in life, as
mercury the ruler of seventh is combust and
powerless), and issues with annoyance
•
You could have wellbeing gripes, however you
would overcome sickness.
Moreover
•
You could have a wonderful body, alluring eyes
and be artistic(Just a sign)
•

You could be perceived in awesome group too

•
You could have quarrels with father and
advantages through mother
•

You have great instinct and imaginative capacity.

•
You need to control over your affectability and
passionate nature.
•
Moon is exceptionally frail in Virgo, so mind must
be kept positive by YOGA and grow great resolve by
the same
•
You may likewise have enthusiasm for mysterious,
soothsaying or tantra in later piece of life.
 You could be eager and in the meantime delicate
you need to leave any affectability or timidity and
be a cooperative person furthermore attempt to
end up a pioneer inside the gathering.
Summary Of Attitudes or traits:
 Problem Solving = C- grade as moon is very
weak and ascendant is in the 12th house of vyaya.
You will have to work on this

 Cooperation or working with a group= A
garde :( You have fair enough moon and Venus
energies to make you do so)
 Creative Thinking = B- Grade, Moon and Jupiter
add to your creativity- but it gets weakened due
to an old moon. Which means lack of application.
 Logical & Analytical Thinking= B+ ( Though
rahu is not strong, but Saturn is, so gives almost
slightly better than average ability .
 Long Term Relationships & Job = C- as the
lord of 7th house is weak(very young in infancy)
and combust.

The occupations that could suit you are given beneath
 Which careers or vocations would naturally suit
your child for best success?
The ruler of vocation mercury is exceptionally frail and
combust-so it needs fortifying, this is given underneath in
the report for your advantage.

Planet Jupiter is sufficiently reasonable at around 26 degrees
and principles Kendra’s and trikona/angular places of first
and fourth, in spite of being in twelfth place of vayya bhavayou could in any case do well in the accompanying callings.

•

Trainers/Teachers

•

Legal guides

•

Financial guides

•

Physicians

•

Religious pioneers/evangelists

Moreover
Saturn is OK in own sign and ruler of riches/status and
activities so having your won set up or setting off to some
senior position beneath would be exceptionally useful for
you.
1.
Jobs requiring diligent work, yet not all that similar
returns
2.

Leadership of specialists

3.

Labour situated industry

4.

Routine specialist’s engineers

5.

Real estate

6.

Research work

7.

Scientists

8.

Stones and wooden materials

He is a passionate and inventive youngster, he could
do well in training field, educating, religion related,
Arts, literature, law furthermore building as Saturn is
reasonable. Be that as it may, necessities to take
control of psyche and make it firm by Yoga for
accomplishment in life. Also his mercury needs to be
strengthened.
Chanting of OM Namoha shivaye is also highly
recommended.

 As a BONUS One of your prime concern or
question about your child’s education &amp;
career would be addressed over and above the
regular report.
> Chance of education in IIT
Yes, as Jupiter principles training (karaka) and it
manages his Kendra and trikona houses-so he may go
for advanced education and could clear the exam for
JEE/IIT entrance Test in this period.
>Job prospects
The ruler of Jobs mercury is extremely powerless
(youthful at 1 degrees) furthermore combust. This
needs appeasement of this planet without a doubt.
What's more, as a BONUS we are giving you basic yet
capable cures.
 BONUS: Coming 2(two) year analysis for your
child in education; or career (as the case may
be).
 rahu-MAR till 11/ 2/17
Mars is OK-however is in twelfth, so one needs to watch
outrage and sexual behaviour.
Over all simply normal.
Keep away from any carelessness as this could influence
vocation or instruction.
Mental anxiety could be there-kindly do Yoga and Upayas for
mercury given underneath furthermore for other problems
hanuman chalisa is what is needed.
2016 may give astounds and not so expected results, but
rather 2017 is great and better as far as instruction.

 jup-till end of 2018
He may require a Jupiter yantra or amulet sometime down
the road as Jupiter is his spine or lagan.

 BONUS Remedies
Moon is exceptionally powerless and rules malefic house.
Moon rules brain and influences profession. Any of the
following upayas has to be done.
This would end up being exceptionally useful.
• Serving old ladies
• Give batter to bovines on Mondays
• Keep a new water pot for winged animals
• Offer bubbled rice with sugar to winged animals.
Also
• Chant shiva chalisa
Mercury rules education or vidya and is exceptionally feeble
this should be rectified. This would help in Job maintenance
thus would the moon appeasement given above.
Wearing Emerald would be of extraordinary help.
Wednesdays. Wear it on little finger.
• Helping poor and destitute understudies
• Donating to halfway house however many times as could
reasonably be expected

• Offering grub to bovine( around 2 KG)
• Donating green heartbeats.
Also
• Vishnu supplication
• Gopal sahstranam

BEST REGARDS,
Arjun Pundit

